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The first book of its kind, Cast Drawing Using the Sight-Size Approach teaches the student a

systematic way to meet the challenges of drawing. Traditionally taught in classical art ateliers,

Sight-Size is an approach to drawing and painting from life. It is through cast drawing that the basics

of Sight-Size are learned. This approach is readily adaptable to other disciplines such as portraiture,

still life, interiors, landscape and figurative painting. For more information about other books in the

Sight-Size Library as well as instructional DVD's and Sight-Size in general please direct your web

browser to www.Sight-Size.com.
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I ordered this book to enhance my studies at a local atelier that teaches this method. I have seen

other books that discuss this method but none that covers a start-to-finish 'how to' of drawing like

this.The author gives clear instructions, photo references and helpful chapter summaries at the end

of each section of the book. Though I find it helpful as an additional reference to the classes I am

taking, the book is also written for those who do not have access to a classroom experience. The

author gives detailed descriptions of the tools required and how to set up a cast and studio space

for drawing with this method.Darren Rousar provides helpful tips that only an active, involved

teacher can provide. It's clear he has worked with students who tackle the problems he addresses

when learning to see values and shapes correctly. Each problem is addressed with a solution,

helpful tips and encouraging advice like "do not finish one area of the drawing before everything

else" and "take breaks." That may seem like a no-brainer, but it's hard to see properly with fatigued

eyes.Sight-size takes time. It is a long process but it leads to true understanding of values and



forms in a composition.My only complaint is that the web sight that corresponds with the book is still

under construction in places. No matter, I'm sure it will be up soon.That does not diminish the value

of this organized, easy-to-read book. I have been searching for a book like this to help me retain

knowledge of the sight-size method and give me tips I may not have encountered in the classroom.

Here's hoping this is the first in a series on the fine art of seeing!

This book saved us! My husband and I obtained the "Charles Bargue Drawing Course" from the

Dahesh as soon as it became available. While the Charles Bargue Drawing Course has a section

on suggestions for copying plates, it is simply not designed for someone without any formal training

or professional guidance. Unfortunately, wonderful as the Charles Bargue plates are, they were

useless to us without training. Since then, we have purchased many products looking for the skills to

reproduce the plates. We were able to make some progress learning other sizing techniques, but

we were always looking for a way to learn the "sight-size approach". Constantly on the lookout for a

way to learn sight-size outside an atelier, we only found instructions that were inadaquate for

someone with no formal training. I can't tell you what a thrill it was for this book to pop up during one

of my usual attempts at googling all things "cast drawing" and "sight-size". What a wonderful find

this book is. Darren Rousar is a master teacher and made the whole process so simple and easy

that we were amazed we had ever struggled. This book is inexpensive, to the point, and very useful.

If you have searched high and low for a way to learn sight-size, your search is over and you have

arrived. Everything you need to get started is right here. Good Luck!

This book is very simple and straightforward explaning the "atelier" or a sighting method for drawing

which yields realistic drawings. I once took a class on this subject and have read a few books on it,

but most were a bit "lofty" and philosophical. This book tells you how to set up an atelier studio

simply and a week later I was using these methods and producing almost photo real drawings (been

studying art for 4 years now). Highly recommended.

"Cast Drawing, using the Sight-Size Approach, by Darren R Rousar" In my studio is a large

walk-in-closet filled with books on art history, artist biographies and art how two books. Most of my

how to books are deceptive pricey, glitzy books claiming to reveal secret art practices, some just

rehashed bits of stuff with an over focus on personal expression and others are ads. My students

offend bring in new books and we as a class discuss each book's merits. We've broken the field of

books on art practices into three groups: inspirational, usually packed with lots of pretty pictures,



artist promotional, usually packed with lots of pretty pictures produced by one artist, and technical

usually not so pretty but packed with useful information. Darren R Rousar's book "Cast Drawing

Using the Sight-Size Approach," is technical and is in the vein of an older group of books written in

the tail end of the 19th and start of the 20th century who's authors focused on real studio practices

and aesthetics, not on self-promotion. What you will learn from Rousar's book is a way of drawing

that is focused and sure. This book is like having Rousar there beside you as he walks you through

an approach to skill development in drawing. He is one of those rare teachers, formed from the

studio tradition, who understands the how and why, and can explain it and do it. I wish I had him as

a studio trained drawing teacher instead of the university trained teachers, when I went to art school

back in the 70's but I now have his priceless book of well-presented material.This is not a book of

fluff and pretty pictures. If you want to learn how to draw, buy this book and learn from it.David C.

Powers artist and teacher of art skills
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